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	Introduction: In its ongoing mission to enhance tax compliance and equity, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recently unveiled a significant initiative on February 29th. This effort is squarely aimed at high-income taxpayers who have neglected to file their federal income tax returns. With over 125,000 instances of non-filing identified since 2017, the IRS is taking proactive steps to address this issue.
	The Initiative: This new undertaking, funded by the Inflation Reduction Act, commences with the dispatch of IRS compliance letters this week. These letters are being sent to more than 25,000 individuals with incomes exceeding $1 million and over 100,000 individuals with incomes ranging from $400,000 to $1 million for the tax years spanning 2017 to 2021. It is anticipated that 20,000 to 40,000 CP-59 Notices will be issued weekly, initially targeting taxpayers in the highest income brackets.
	Understanding the CP 59 Notice: The CP-59 notice, recently updated, is dispatched when the IRS lacks records of prior personal tax returns being filed. It outlines the steps taxpayers can take to rectify their non-filing status:
	File their signed, personal tax return promptly or provide reasons for not filing.
	Complete Form 15103, Form 1040 Return Delinquency, included with the notice to clarify reasons for filing late or why filing isn't necessary.
	Detach the notice stub and mail it with the tax return and completed Form 15103 using the provided envelope. Alternatively, taxpayers can fax their information to the number provided, ensuring they understand the privacy and security policies of the fax service used.



	Enhancements in the Updated CP 59 Notice: As part of the broader transformation within the IRS funded by the Inflation Reduction Act, the CP-59 notice has been revised to align with the recently announced Simple Notice Initiative. These enhancements aim to provide simplified, clear, and easily understandable information, along with more electronic options to assist taxpayers in fulfilling their tax obligations. Key improvements include:
	Enhanced content emphasizing instructions on filing, obtaining transcripts, and payment options.
	Integration of QR codes directing taxpayers to filing information and resolution options for balances.
	Reduction in the number of pages to streamline communication.



	Escalation of IRS Actions: Recipients of these letters are urged to take immediate action to avoid further follow-up notices, heightened penalties, and stronger enforcement measures. Additionally, failing to file past due tax returns promptly can lead to various consequences, including:
	Accrual of interest and penalties.
	Risk of losing refunds.
	Impact on Social Security benefits.
	Potential for IRS enforcement actions, including collection, audit, and criminal prosecution.



	Tax Return and Collection Actions: For taxpayers who repeatedly fail to respond and file, the IRS may generate a substitute tax return based on reported income from employers, financial institutions, and other sources. However, this substitute return may not account for deductions and exemptions to which the taxpayer is entitled. Consequently, it's in the taxpayer's best interest to file their own return to maximize benefits.
	Conclusion: The IRS's latest initiative targeting high-income non-filers underscores the agency's commitment to enhancing tax compliance and fairness. Taxpayers receiving CP-59 notices should act promptly to address their non-filing status and avoid potential consequences. By understanding the implications and taking proactive steps, taxpayers can ensure compliance with their tax obligations and mitigate any associated penalties or enforcement actions.





Join one of the industry's largest neutral freight marketplaces



Why choose Mark Sullivan Consulting, PLLC? As high-income taxpayers navigate the complexities of addressing unfiled tax returns and potential IRS settlements, it's essential to seek expert guidance and support. Mark Sullivan Consulting stands ready to assist in this critical process. With years of specialized experience in federal tax controversy, audit, and appeals representation, as well as tax consulting and advisory services, Mark offers unparalleled expertise and dedication to client success.




By retaining Mark Sullivan Consulting, high-income taxpayers can benefit from personalized guidance tailored to their unique financial situations and tax challenges. From preparing unfiled tax returns to negotiating settlements with the IRS, Mark Sullivan Consulting provides comprehensive support every step of the way. With a commitment to integrity, transparency, and excellence in service, Mark Sullivan Consulting empowers clients to navigate IRS compliance initiatives with confidence and peace of mind.




Learn more at info@marksullivanconsulting.com or schedule a FREE 30-minute consultation with Mark Sullivan HERE




About the author




Mark W. Sullivan, EA founded Sullivan Consulting in 1998 in St. Louis, MO and relocated to Scottsdale, AZ in 2020. He specializes in federal tax controversy representation, appeals and consulting on behalf of individuals, businesses, law, and accounting firms nationwide. In addition, he has served as the consulting and expert witness in numerous civil and criminal cases in multiple federal district courts.




Mark has an unlimited Enrolled Agents license and is admitted to practice before the Internal Revenue Service based on his extensive experience as a Revenue Officer in New York, NY, St. Louis, MO and Washington, D.C..









Navigating Tax Time: Tips To Avoid Common Pitfalls & Maximize Savings 









Per Diem Plus Small Fleets requires users to complete the account setup HERE before using the app.
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Tax season can be a stressful time for many Americans, but with a little knowledge and preparation, you can navigate it with confidence. Here are some practical tips to help you avoid common pitfalls and maximize your tax savings.




	Avoid Simple Mistakes: The IRS reports that simple miscalculations are among the most common issues on tax returns. Double-check your math and ensure you've entered all information correctly, especially regarding filing status, Social Security numbers, and bank account details.
	Don't Miss Investment Income: Remember to report all investment income, including dividends and capital gains. Failing to do so can result in penalties and fees from the IRS. Keep track of any 1099 forms you receive from investment firms and ensure they're accurately reflected in your tax return.
	Understand Capital Gains: Be mindful of your investment holding periods, as they determine your tax rates. Short-term gains are taxed as ordinary income, while long-term gains may qualify for lower tax rates. High earners may also be subject to additional Medicare surtax on investment income.
	Maintain Good Recordkeeping: Keep detailed records of your investment transactions, including purchase prices and sale proceeds. This information is crucial for accurately calculating gains and losses, which can impact your tax liability.
	Utilize Tax-Loss Harvesting: Consider offsetting realized gains with losses through tax-loss harvesting. This strategy can help reduce your tax bill by maximizing deductions on investment losses.
	Beware of Wash Sales: Avoid engaging in wash sales, which occur when you sell an investment at a loss and repurchase a substantially identical asset within 30 days. This can invalidate your loss for tax purposes and complicate your tax reporting.
	Take Advantage of Tax Breaks: Don't overlook available tax credits and deductions, such as the Child Tax Credit or charitable contributions. These can significantly reduce your tax liability or taxable income, providing valuable savings.
	Mind Deadlines: Be aware of tax deadlines for various deductions and contributions. Missing deadlines could result in missed opportunities for savings or penalties for late filings.





In conclusion, while tax season may seem daunting, taking proactive steps to understand your tax obligations and opportunities can lead to significant savings. Whether you're filing your taxes independently or with the help of a professional, attention to detail and awareness of potential pitfalls are key. By staying informed and organized, you can navigate tax time with confidence and optimize your financial outcomes. Remember, every dollar saved in taxes is a dollar that can contribute to your future financial security.




Learn more at info@marksullivanconsulting.com or schedule a FREE 30-minute consultation with Mark Sullivan HERE
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Mark W. Sullivan, EA founded Sullivan Consulting in 1998 in St. Louis, MO and relocated to Scottsdale, AZ in 2020. He specializes in federal tax controversy representation, appeals and consulting on behalf of individuals, businesses, law, and accounting firms nationwide. In addition, he has served as the consulting and expert witness in numerous civil and criminal cases in multiple federal district courts.




Mark has an unlimited Enrolled Agents license and is admitted to practice before the Internal Revenue Service based on his extensive experience as a Revenue Officer in New York, NY, St. Louis, MO and Washington, D.C..









IRS Orders Immediate Stop To New Employee Retention Credit Claims (IRS Newswire, 9/14/23)
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Disclaimer: This article is for information purposes only and cannot be cited as precedent or relied upon in a tax dispute before the IRS.


Struggling to find a tax accountant these days? The accounting industry lost 300,000 professionals since COVID began. Mark Sullivan Consulting, PLLC is adding income tax preparation services in response to taxpayer demand. 




	Tailored Expertise: Trust the seasoned experience of Mark Sullivan, an Enrolled Agent since 1998, in providing top-notch tax services. Benefit from specialized knowledge in IRS federal tax controversy, audit and appeals representation.
	Comprehensive Support: Whether you're an employee or a self-employed individual, our services cater to your unique tax needs. Mark Sullivan Consulting ensures meticulous attention to detail, guiding you through the intricacies of tax preparation with a focus on the gig economy and transportation industry.
	Strategic Advisory: Beyond numbers, we offer strategic tax consulting and advisory services. Navigate the ever-evolving trends in federal tax with confidence, backed by ethical and transparent practices that uphold our commitment to unparalleled expertise and customer service.
	Efficient and Transparent Processes: Experience seamless and transparent tax preparation processes designed to save you time and alleviate stress. We believe in making tax season a breeze, ensuring your focus remains on what matters most – your work, business, and personal pursuits.
	Your Ally Against Tax Challenges: Mark Sullivan is not just a tax consultant; he's your ally in defending taxpayers against challenges. With a positive perspective and a commitment to protecting the weak, our goal is to bring out the good in every person and provide you with a reliable defense against potential tax hurdles.





Embark on this journey with Mark Sullivan Consulting as we launch our new income tax preparation services. Let us take the complexity out of taxes, allowing you to thrive personally and in your business endeavors. Cheers to a seamless tax season ahead!




Learn more at info@marksullivanconsulting.com or schedule a FREE 30-minute consultation with Mark Sullivan HERE
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IRS Orders Immediate Stop To New Employee Retention Credit Claims (IRS Newswire, 9/14/23)
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2024 trucker per diem rates and tax brackets were released by the IRS in Revenue Procedure 2023-34. For detailed information, please refer to the Tax Foundation.




Trucker Per Diem Rate




For taxpayers in the transportation industry who are subject to DOT HOS the per diem rate remains unchanged from 2023 at $69 for any locality of travel in the continental United States (CONUS) and $74 for any locality of travel outside the continental United States (OCONUS), i.e. Canada. 









Mark Sullivan Consulting Launches New Income Tax Services For Truckers




IRS Orders Immediate Stop To New Employee Retention Credit Claims (IRS Newswire, 9/14/23)









2024 Tax Brackets Announced








2024 Standard Deduction








Child Tax Credit








Sec. 199A - Qualified Business Income Deduction
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2024 Earned Income Tax Credit


















Have you noticed Per Diem Plus is suddenly not tracking your trips? The likely cause is location services settings have been changed on your device after software update by Apple or Google. This is an easy issue to fix.




iPhone






	Open Settings>Privacy>Verify Location Services are ON
	Select Location Services>Per Diem Plus / Per Diem Plus Fleets
	Set to "Always Allow"





Android




	Open Settings>Privacy>Permission Manager
	Select Location>Per Diem Plus / Per Diem Plus Fleets
	Set to "Allow all the time














Drivers, try Per Diem Plus or Small Fleets absolutely free for 30 days!





Download Per Diem Plus for iOS




Download Per Diem Plus for Android




Get Per Diem Plus Small Fleets for iOS




Get Per Diem Plus Small Fleets for Android






Per Diem Plus Small Fleets requires users to complete the account setup HERE before using the app.









About Per Diem Plus




Per Diem Plus is a proprietary mobile software application that was designed by truckers and built by tax pros. It is the only IRS-compliant mobile app for iOS and Android that automatically tracks each qualifying day of travel in the USA & Canada and replaces ELD backups (logbooks) to substantiate away-from-home travel.




About the Author




Mark is tax counsel for Per Diem Plus. With nearly two decades of experience advising trucking companies on per diem issues, Mark was responsible for defining the Per Diem Plus software logic rules that automatically calculates trucker per diem in accordance with IRS regulations. He also previously served as the consulting per diem tax expert for Omnitracs.




In addition to his time working with Per Diem Plus, Mark works in private practice as an Enrolled Agent at Mark Sullivan Consulting, PLLC specializing in federal tax controversy representation and consulting.  He also served as the consulting and expert witness for the Federal Defenders Office and private defense counsel in financial crimes cases in multiple federal district courts. Contact Mark W. Sullivan, EA









Disclaimer: This article is for information purposes only and cannot be cited as precedent or relied upon in a tax dispute before the IRS.
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Source: "2024 Tax Brackets",  Alex Durante, Tax Foundation (November 8, 2023)







Unlock Fleet Tax Savings Using Per Diem




The freight industry's landscape is evolving, and as diesel prices rise, fleet managers like you face challenges. However, here's the silver lining: optimizing your driver per diem can be a game-changer. Many fleets overlook the tax-deductible benefits of per diem, leaving money on the table.




In 2021 and 2022, Congress raised the trucker per diem deduction to 100%, making it even more enticing. But some might think that at 80% deductibility, per diem won't save much. That's where they're mistaken.




Case Study: Tax Savings




Let's break it down with a case study for a 25-truck fleet. The motor carriers realizes $71,428 or $2,857 per driver in savings. For married drivers earning $65,000 annually, the potential tax savings are around $3,457 or $0.03 cents per mile. Single over-the-road drivers in the same income bracket can save roughly $4,485, or $0.04 cents per mile. The fleet achieves




The key takeaway here is leveraging a fixed daily rate can maximize your tax offset, and it's a strategy worth considering. 💰




The Per Diem Plus Advantage




To make this process smoother, consider using the Per Diem Plus Software Platform  to manage per diem effectively. 




By implementing an automated, GPS-based solution, you can navigate economic uncertainties and maximize tax savings for your fleet and drivers.




Amid economic uncertainty, mastering per diem boosts fleet financial stability. Remember, it's not just about cost savings but also boosting driver pay, retention and enhancing your overall operation. 🌟




Conclusion




Optimizing your fleet's per diem management isn't just about savings; it's a powerful way to navigate economic challenges, boost driver pay, and secure your financial stability. With tools like Per Diem Plus, you can drive your fleet towards greater success in your balance sheet.




Feel free to reach out if you have more questions or need further insights into this topic. Happy driving! 🛣️





Schedule A Demo






About Per Diem Plus




At Per Diem Plus, we understand the significance of efficiency when it comes to per diem tracking and payroll reporting for truck drivers and fleets. That's why we've made automation a cornerstone of our platform.




Streamlined Per Diem Tracking: With Per Diem Plus, the days of manual calculations and ELD backups are long gone. Our automated system ensures that per diem tracking is a breeze. Truck drivers can focus on the road, not record keeping. It's accuracy without the effort.




Real-Time Compliance: Our automation doesn't stop there. We keep you in compliance with the latest IRS regulations in real-time. No more worrying about keeping up with changing rules - our system does it for you.




The Power of Time: By automating per diem tracking and payroll reporting, we give you the gift of time. Time to focus on what truly matters for your business, and time to ensure your drivers are getting the reimbursements they deserve.




With Per Diem Plus, you're not just getting a tool; you're getting a solution that transforms your per diem process. Say goodbye to the tedious and hello to the efficient. Make the smart choice today and experience the difference that automation can make.




For more information, contact us at info@perdiemplus.com or visit www.perdiemplus.com




About the author




Mark W. Sullivan, EA, the founder of Sullivan Consulting, established the firm's roots in St. Louis, MO, in 1998. In 2020, he made a strategic move to the thriving business environment of Arizona. Mark specializes in the intricate realm of federal tax controversy representation, appeals, and consulting, catering not only to individuals and businesses but also extending his expertise to renowned law and accounting firms nationwide.




Mark's distinguished career includes serving as a consulting and expert witness in a multitude of civil and criminal cases, spanning several federal district courts. His credentials are underscored by an unlimited Enrolled Agents license, a testament to his exceptional knowledge and unwavering commitment to his craft. His recognition by the Internal Revenue Service for admission to practice is grounded in his extensive background as a Revenue Officer, having worked in demanding locations such as New York, NY, St. Louis, MO, and Washington, D.C.




Mark's extensive experience as a Revenue Officer has uniquely positioned him to navigate the intricate landscape of federal tax matters. Now, based in Scottsdale, AZ, Mark continues to offer his expertise to clients across the nation, ensuring that their interests are diligently and professionally represented.









Disclaimer: This article is for information purposes only and cannot be cited as precedent or relied upon in a tax dispute before the IRS.
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Special initiative aimed at helping businesses concerned about an ineligible Employee Retention Credit claim amid aggressive marketing, scams.




IR-2023-193




WASHINGTON – As part of a larger effort to protect small businesses and organizations from scams, the Internal Revenue Service today announced the details of a special withdrawal process to help those who filed an Employee Retention Credit (ERC) claim and are concerned about its accuracy.




This new withdrawal option allows certain employers that filed an Employee Retention Credit claim but have not yet received a refund to withdraw the claim. Employers that submitted an ERC claim can withdraw their claim and avoid the possibility of getting a refund for which they’re ineligible.




Who can ask to withdraw an ERC claim




Employers can use the ERC claim withdrawal process if all of the following apply:




	They made the claim on an adjusted employment return (Forms 941-X, 943-X, 944-X, CT-1X).
	They filed the adjusted return only to claim the ERC, and they made no other adjustments.
	They want to withdraw the entire amount of their ERC claim.
	The IRS has not paid their claim, or the IRS has paid the claim, but they haven’t cashed or deposited the refund check.





Taxpayers who are not eligible to use the withdrawal process can reduce or eliminate their ERC claim by filing an amended return. For details, see the Correcting an ERC claim – Amending a return section of the frequently asked questions about the ERC.









Introducing Per Diem Plus Small Fleets, an affordable, customizable per diem solution for solo and team operators





Learn About Per Diem Plus Small Fleets




View Small Fleets Product Guide











How to withdraw an ERC claim




To take advantage of the claim withdrawal procedure, taxpayers should carefully follow the special instructions at IRS.gov/withdrawmyERC, summarized below.




	Taxpayers whose professional payroll company filed their ERC claim should consult with the payroll company. The payroll company may need to submit the withdrawal request for the taxpayer, depending on whether the ERC claim was:
	 Filed individually or,
	 Batched with others.



	Taxpayers who filed their ERC claims themselves and haven’t
	
	received, 
	cashed or, 
	deposited a refund check and,  
	have not been notified their claim is under audit 








Should fax withdrawal requests to the IRS using a computer or mobile device.




The IRS has set up a special fax line to receive withdrawal requests. This enables the agency to stop processing before the refund is approved. Taxpayers who are unable to fax their withdrawal can mail their request, but this will take longer for the IRS to receive.




Employers who have been notified they are under audit: 




	send the withdrawal request to the assigned examiner or,
	respond to the audit notice if no examiner has been assigned.





Those who received a refund check, but haven’t cashed or deposited it, can still withdraw their claim. They should mail the voided check with their withdrawal request using the instructions at IRS.gov/withdrawmyERC.




Upcoming webinar and other resources for help




Tax professionals and others can register for a Nov. 2 IRS webinar, Employee Retention Credit: Latest information on the moratorium and options for withdrawing or correcting previously filed claims. Those who can’t attend can view a recording later.




Conclusion




This tax credit program that was poorly designed by Congress at the outset. Creating an escape route for taxpayers who fell victim to ERC scammers is a prudent response by the IRS. The ability to withdraw an ERC claim should eliminate thousands of unnecessary audits and criminal prosecutions for a 




Do you need assistance in filing an ERC withdrawal? Request a free consultation HERE with Mark W. Sullivan, EA









About Per Diem Plus




Per Diem Plus, born from 30 years of tax expertise, streamlines truckers' tax compliance. The Fleets platform offers IRS-compliant per diem programs, scalable and user-friendly. Designed, developed, and managed in the USA, it's the sole IRS-compliant mobile app for automatic trucker per diem in the US and Canada. For more information, contact us at info@perdiemplus.com or visit www.perdiemplus.com




About the author




Mark W. Sullivan, EA founded Sullivan Consulting in 1998 in St. Louis, MO. He relocated to Scottsdale, AZ in 2020 and specializes in federal tax controversy representation, appeals and consulting on behalf of individuals, businesses, law, and accounting firms nationwide. In addition, he has served as the consulting and expert witness in numerous civil and criminal cases in multiple federal district courts.









Mark has an unlimited Enrolled Agents license and is admitted to practice before the Internal Revenue Service based on his extensive experience as a Revenue Officer in New York, NY, St. Louis, MO and Washington, D.C.


















Disclaimer: This article is for information purposes only and cannot be cited as precedent or relied upon in a tax dispute before the IRS.
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Additional references:




IRS Newswire Issue Number: IR-2023-193


"Can I claim my emotional support dog as a tax deduction" is a common questioned posed to tax professionals by long-haul truckers. Every pet owner claims their animal is a member of the family and they are an essential companion for thousands of truckers. The emergence of the "Emotional Support" registration industry reinforces this fact.




	Prior to 1987 when the IRS first required dependent Social Security Numbers it was not uncommon for taxpayers to claim their pets as dependents.
	U.S. pet owners spent an estimated $60 billion in 2015 on their animals.





It understandable that taxpayers may want to recoup some of their emotional support dog expenses with a creative medical expense tax deduction[i]. To counter the urge to claim Fido as a tax deduction the IRS has promulgated guidance on what type of animals qualify.









Mark Sullivan Consulting Launches New Income Tax Preparation Service for Truckers









IRS Definition Of A Service Animal Or Emotional Support 




How does the IRS define a service dog versus an emotional support dog?




The IRS does not offer a definition of a "service dog" oe "emotional support" animal, but guidance can be gleaned from the Americans With Disability Act (ADA). Under the ADA, a service animal is defined as a dog that has been individually trained to do work or perform tasks for an individual with a disability. The task(s) performed by the dog must be directly related to the person's disability including a physical, sensory, psychiatric, intellectual or other mental disability. An animal is defined as "emotional support" when it has not been specifically trained, for example:




	Hearing Dogs– Alert the deaf to different sounds, alarms, etc.
	Guide Dogs– Used by those that are visually impaired to help them navigate around obstacles, through a crowd, etc.
	Mobility Dogs– Provides support and does tasks for those with limited mobility or with balance issues.
	Psychiatric Service Dogs – Provides support for invisible mental illnesses. These dogs alert or calm their owners in need.
	Medical Alert Dogs – Alerts their owners before an attack, seizure, or drop in blood sugar





Lilly Stefek, aka Walking Carpet



Tax Law Discussion




A review of IRC § 213 is required to answer the question, "Can I use my emotional support dog as a tax deduction?" The costs of buying, training, and maintaining a service animal to assist an individual with mental disabilities may qualify as medical care if the taxpayer can establish that the taxpayer is using the service animal primarily for medical care to alleviate a mental defect or illness and that the taxpayer would not have paid the expenses but for the disease or illness.





IRS Chief Counsel Note: A taxpayer who claims that an expense of a peculiarly personal nature is primarily for medical care must establish that fact. The courts have looked toward objective factors to determine whether an otherwise personal expense is for medical care:




	the taxpayer’s motive or purpose for making the expenditure,
	whether a physician has diagnosed a medical condition and recommended the item as treatment or mitigation,
	linkage between the treatment and the illness, treatment effectiveness, and proximity in time to the onset or recurrence of a disease.
	Havey v. Commissioner, 12 T.C. 409 (1949).
	The taxpayer also must establish that the expense would not have been paid “but for” the disease or illness.





A personal expense is not deductible as medical care if the taxpayer would have paid the expense even in the absence of a medical condition. Commissioner v. Jacobs, 62 T.C. 813 (1974). [ii]




How Much of the Expenses Can You Deduct?




You can include in medical expenses:




	the costs of buying, training, and maintaining a guide dog or other service animal
	to assist a visually impaired or hearing disabled person, or a person with other physical disabilities.





In general, this includes any costs, such as food, grooming, and veterinary care, incurred in maintaining the health and vitality of the service animal so that it may perform its duties.









Per Diem Plus products are available on the Truckstop marketplace








2024 Trucker Per Diem Rates Published (September 25, 2023)




Flying With A Service Dog? Here's Everything You Need To Know (Becca Bond, The Points Guy, 9/12/23)




What Is The IRS Definition Of A Service Dog?




IRS Orders Immediate Stop To New Employee Retention Credit Claims (IRS Newswire, 9/14/23)









Where To Claim The Deduction?




Generally, you can deduct on Schedule A, Itemized Deductions (Form 1040) only the amount of your medical and dental expenses that is more than 7.5% of your adjusted gross income (AGI). However, with tax reform drastically increasing the Standard Deduction (2022: $12,950 Single, $25,900 Married) most taxpayers will not have sufficient itemized deductions to warrant pursuing a tax break for their pet expenses.




Example




	AGI of $50,000
	You spent $10,000 on service animal expenses
	7.5% of $50,000 = $3,750
	$10,000 - $3,750 = $6,250 deduction for service animal related expenses
	A business cannot claim a deduction for a guide dog or other service animal





Can You Deduct Expenses For Emotional Support Animals?




No, emotional support, therapy, comfort, or companion animals are not considered service animals under the ADA. These terms are used to describe animals that provide comfort just by being with a person. Because they have not been trained to perform a specific job or task, they do not qualify as service animals under the ADA.





"Prior to January 2021, the law allowed emotional support animals to fly with documentation from a medical doctor verifying the animal was necessary for comforting the passenger. ESAs did not have to be trained. But after rampant abuse of the system that included people taking everything from peacocks to snakes to untrained and aggressive dogs on flights, the DOT revised its regulations to allow airlines to ban ESAs from the skies. Although the ultimate decision was left up to the airlines themselves, all major U.S. and Canadian carriers quickly changed their policies to stop non-ESA pets from flying. You can still fly with a small dog (under 25 pounds), but the pup must be in a carrier and you will need to pay the airline pet fee to fly."

Becca Bond, The Points Guy (9/12/23)




Can A Business Deduct The Expenses Associated With A Guard Dog?




Can I use my dog as a tax deduction if it guards my truck? The absence of specific guidance on guard dogs from IRS compels a taxpayer to evaluate the appropriateness of claiming a tax deduction for expenses related to a guard dog used to protect a truck that is constantly on the move as opposed to a drop-yard or terminal. Kay Bell writing for Bankrate.com provided a great analysis,




“That “Beware of dog” sign in your business’s window is no idle threat. Break-ins have stopped since you set up a place for your Rottweiler to stay overnight. In this case, the IRS would likely be amenable to business deduction claims of the animal’s work-related expenses.
Standard business deduction rules still apply, notably that the cost of keeping an animal on work premises is ordinary and necessary in your line of business. Once you show that, the dollars spent each year keeping your pooch in good guard condition — food, vet bills and training — would be deductible as a business expense.
As with all deductions, be prepared to provide full and accurate records of your animal’s hours on the job. You’ll also find your tax claim more acceptable when you demonstrate how the animal protects your livelihood inventory. In addition, as is often the case with business property, the dog must be depreciated, a way of allocating its cost over its useful life for IRS purposes.





Keep in mind, too, that your claims carry more weight when your pet is a breed that’s typically used for such jobs. So even though your Chihuahua has a loud bark, your tax claim is more credible if your guard dog is a German shepherd, Doberman pinscher or a similar imposing breed”.[iv]




Conclusion




Can I use my dog as a tax deduction? Maybe. Every pet owner claims their animal is a member of the family and an essential companion for thousands of long-haul truckers. The IRS disagrees. It understandable that taxpayers may want to recoup some of their pet expenses with a tax deduction, but with the overall value of the deduction is limited due to the 7.5% of AGI offsetting most expenses. Furthermore, extensive rules have been promulgated to insure only qualifying animal expenses can be deducted and taxpayers risk the wrath of the IRS if they get too creative interpreting those regulations.





Need assistance resolving a tax controversy issue? Contact Mark W. Sullivan, EA or request a free consultation HERE









Drivers, try Per Diem Plus absolutely free for 30 days!





Download Per Diem Plus for iOS




Download Per Diem Plus for Android











About Per Diem Plus




Per Diem Plus was born over our 30 years of experience as agents and tax practitioners and a relentless pursuit to introduce efficiency to the time-consuming task of tax compliance for truck drivers, fleets and their accounting professionals. The Per Diem Plus® Fleets enterprise platform enables motor carriers to easily implement an IRS-compliant fleet per diem program in hours that is scalable and data plan-friendly. Per Diem Plus was designed, developed and is managed in the USA and is the only IRS-compliant mobile application that provides automatic trucker per diem for solo and team drivers traveling in the United States and Canada. For more information, contact us at info@perdiemplus.com or visit www.perdiemplus.com




About the Author




Mark is tax counsel for Per Diem Plus. With nearly two decades of experience advising trucking companies on per diem issues, Mark was responsible for defining the Per Diem Plus software logic rules that automatically calculates trucker per diem in accordance with IRS regulations. He also previously served as the consulting per diem tax expert for Omnitracs.




In addition to his time working with Per Diem Plus, Mark works in private practice as an Enrolled Agent at Mark Sullivan Consulting, PLLC specializing in federal tax controversy representation and consulting.  He also served as the consulting and expert witness for the Federal Defenders Office and private defense counsel in financial crimes cases in multiple federal district courts. Contact Mark W. Sullivan, EA
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[i] 2014 American Pet Producers Association market study




[ii]https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-wd/10-0129.pdf




[iii]https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p502.pdf




[iv]https://www.bankrate.com/finance/taxes/tax-write-offs-for-pet-owners-1.aspx#slide=3


2024 trucker per diem rates released by IRS 




2024 trucker per diem rates were released by the IRS in an annual bulletin, Notice 2023-68, on September 25, 2023. For taxpayers in the transportation industry the per diem rate remains unchanged from 2023:  $69 for any locality of travel in the continental United States (CONUS) and $74 for any locality of travel outside the continental United States (OCONUS). 









Per Diem Plus products are available on the Truckstop marketplace.








Mark Sullivan Consulting Launches New Income Tax Preparation Service for Truckers




IRS Orders Immediate Stop To New Employee Retention Credit Claims (IRS Newswire, 9/14/23)









Have you noticed Per Diem Plus is suddenly not tracking your trips? The likely cause is location services settings have been changed on your device after software update by Apple or Google. This is an easy issue to fix.




iPhone






	Open Settings>Privacy>Verify Location Services are ON
	Select Location Services>Per Diem Plus / Per Diem Plus Fleets
	Set to "Always Allow"





Android




	Open Settings>Privacy>Permission Manager
	Select Location>Per Diem Plus / Per Diem Plus Fleets
	Set to "Allow all the time














Drivers, try Per Diem Plus or Small Fleets absolutely free for 30 days!





Download Per Diem Plus for iOS




Download Per Diem Plus for Android




Get Per Diem Plus Small Fleets for iOS




Get Per Diem Plus Small Fleets for Android






Per Diem Plus Small Fleets requires users to complete the account setup HERE before using the app.









About Per Diem Plus




Per Diem Plus is a proprietary mobile software application that was designed by truckers and built by tax pros. It is the only IRS-compliant mobile app for iOS and Android that automatically tracks each qualifying day of travel in the USA & Canada and replaces ELD backups (logbooks) to substantiate away-from-home travel.
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Trucker per diem rules in the ELD era simply explained




In this article we attempt to clear up the confusion on the rules governing truck driver per diem in the ELD era.




What is per diem?




Trucker per diem is a per day travel expense allowance that eliminates the need for proving actual costs for meals & incidental expenses incurred by a driver while away from home on a truck driving trip.








When did the IRS first recognize per diem for the transportation industry? 



19911  




When did IRS introduce the Special Transportation Industry daily rate per diem?




 20002




What makes the 
Special Transportation Industry per diem unique?



	No meal receipts required
	Allows $69 for meals and incidental expenses [Revised annually in October]
	80% tax deductible [Temporarily raised to 100% for 2021 and 2022].
	Per diem is excluded from income and wages










Per Diem Plus products are available on the Truckstop marketplace








Can all truck drivers can claim per diem as a federal tax deduction?




No. Only self-employed truckers 





Can motor carriers offer per diem to employee drivers?



Yes. 




	Company-paid per diem is not taxable as income to an employee driver 
	Per diem is classified as a non-taxable reimbursement





Per Diem Rates 




	$69 for travel in the USA 
	$74 for travel in Canada 





IRS Issues 2024 Trucker Per Diem Rates  (September 25, 2023 - IRS Notice 2023-68)




Per Diem FAQ




Does a driver have to spend $69 everyday?
No




What qualifies as a tax home?
Where you park your truck when home 




Can a driver claim per diem if they live in their truck?
No




Can a driver or motor carrier claim per diem for lodging?
No. A receipt is required for all lodging expenses. 




What are the IRS per diem substantiation requirements for trucker per diem?




Only DOT Electronic Logging Device backups or the equivalent, i.e., Per Diem Plus




What are Incidental Expenses?
Only fees and tips




Are showers & parking fees incidental expenses?
No




What documentation is required to prove other expenses?
Paper or electronic receipts that identify what, when and the amount  




How long should tax records be retained?
No less than 3 years




What published guidance has the IRS issued that explains trucker per diem?




Refer to IRS Revenue Procedure 2011-47 









About Per Diem Plus




Per Diem Plus is the leading provider of cloud-based, IRS-compliant trucker per diem software solutions in the transportation industry. Established in 2015,  Per Diem Plus was born over the founders 30 years of experience as IRS agents and tax practitioners and a relentless pursuit to introduce efficiency to the time-consuming  task of per diem tax compliance for truck drivers and fleet managers.




Per Diem Plus was designed, developed and is managed in the USA and is the only IRS-compliant mobile application that provides automatic trucker per diem for solo and team drivers traveling in the United States and Canada. For more information, contact us at info@perdiemplus.com or visit www.perdiemplus.com
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To protect taxpayers from scams, IRS orders immediate stop to new Employee Retention Credit claims processing




IR-2023-169





Moratorium on processing of new Employee Retention Credit claims through year’s end will allow IRS to add more safeguards to prevent future abuse, protect businesses from predatory tactics; IRS working with Justice Department to pursue fraud fueled by aggressive marketing.





WASHINGTON – Amid rising concerns about a flood of improper Employee Retention Credit claims, the Internal Revenue Service today announced an immediate moratorium through at least the end of the year on processing new claims for the pandemic-era relief program to protect honest small business owners from scams. IRS Commissioner Danny Werfel ordered the immediate moratorium, beginning today, to run through at least Dec. 31 following growing concerns inside the tax agency, from tax professionals as well as media reports that a substantial share of new claims from the aging program are ineligible. This increasingly is putting businesses at financial risk by being pressured and scammed by aggressive promoters and marketing. The IRS continues to work previously filed Employee Retention Credit (ERC) claims received prior to the moratorium but renewed a reminder that increased fraud concerns means processing times will be longer. 




On July 26, the agency announced it was increasingly shifting its focus to review these claims for compliance concerns, including intensifying audit work and criminal investigations on promoters and businesses filing dubious claims. The IRS announced today that hundreds of criminal cases are being worked, and thousands of ERC claims have been referred for audit.









Introducing Per Diem Plus Small Fleets, an affordable, customizable per diem solution for solo and team operators





Learn About Per Diem Plus Small Fleets




View Small Fleets Product Guide
















Conclusion




This action by the IRS is long overdue. These scammers lure taxpayers with promises of fast money, an "easy application process" and lie about eligibility in exchange for sizeable fees. Unfortunately, unwitting taxpayers selected for audit will learn the time spent filing an ERC will pale in comparison to assembling documentation to substantiate eligibility for the claim.




Has IRS selected your ERC claim for audit? Request a free consultation HERE with Mark W. Sullivan, EA









About Per Diem Plus




Per Diem Plus was born over our 30 years of experience as agents and tax practitioners and a relentless pursuit to introduce efficiency to the time-consuming task of tax compliance for truck drivers, fleets and their accounting professionals. The Per Diem Plus® Fleets enterprise platform enables motor carriers to easily implement an IRS-compliant fleet per diem program in hours that is scalable and data plan-friendly. Per Diem Plus was designed, developed and is managed in the USA and is the only IRS-compliant mobile application that provides automatic trucker per diem for solo and team drivers traveling in the United States and Canada. For more information, contact us at info@perdiemplus.com or visit www.perdiemplus.com
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Mark is tax counsel for Per Diem Plus. With nearly two decades of experience advising trucking companies on per diem issues, Mark was responsible for defining the Per Diem Plus software logic rules that automatically calculates trucker per diem in accordance with IRS regulations. He also previously served as the consulting per diem tax expert for Omnitracs.




In addition to his time working with Per Diem Plus, Mark works in private practice as an Enrolled Agent at Mark Sullivan Consulting, PLLC specializing in federal tax controversy representation and consulting.  He also served as the consulting and expert witness for the Federal Defenders Office and private defense counsel in financial crimes cases in multiple federal district courts. Contact Mark W. Sullivan, EA
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Additional references:




IRS Newswire Issue Number: IR-2023-169
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Proud To Be American
100% developed, owned, and managed in the great USA!

Follow Us
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